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 of woman, the ' eternal amateur', being thus recognized
some five centuries and a half before Mr. Chesterton
rediscovered it. Later statutes forbade shoemakers,
tanners, and curriers to infringe on each other's province.
It is true that at Bristol x we find a puzzling regulation
that if a man who had not been apprenticed to tanning
practises the craft to which he was apprenticed and also
uses the craft of tanning, he shall not pay anything to
the tanner's craft but to his own craft, and his ' maistier
servaunt de tanneres-crafte ' shall discharge the dues,
&c., of a master of the craft. But probably this belongs
to the later fifteenth century, after the rise of capitalist
employers ; if not, it is certainly exceptional, the general
tendency being to keep trades, and more especially the
allied trades, separate, in order presumably to avoid the
growth of * combines ' and monopolies. For this reason
fishmongers and fishermen were forbidden to enter into
partnership in London,2 because the dealers, knowing
the needs of the city, would be able to manipulate supplies
and keep up prices. The case against allowing all the
branches of one trade to come under single control is
vividly set out in the case of the Coventry iron-workers
in 1435 : 3
1 Be hit known to you that but yif certen ordenaunses
of Craftes withein this Cite, and in special! the craft of
wirdrawerz, be takon good hede to, hit is like myche of
the kynges pepull and in speciall poor chapmen and
Clothemakers in tyme comeng shallon be gretely hyn-
dered ; and as hit may be supposed the principall cause
is like to be amonges hem that ban all the Craft in her
1	Little Red Book of Bristol, ii. 117.
2	Liber Cust., i. 118.
3	Coventry Leet Bk. (E.E.T.S.), 180-3.
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